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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

South West Smart Applications Ltd (SWSAL) is a not-for-profit Company limited by guarantee –
reg. no: 7205882. SWSAL was established to provide a range of support services to its Members to
enable them to deliver Smart and Integrated Ticketing. Launched by Transport Minister Norman
Baker, SWSAL is owned by its Members: 16 Unitary and County Local Transport Authorities in SW
England and Norfolk, and the SW region’s 15 major bus operators. Membership is not restricted by
geography and is open to any local authority or bus operator, as defined within the Memorandum
and Articles of Association. The Company has 4 Local Authority and 4 Bus Operator Directors and
an independent Chairman. Full details about SWSAL are available at www.swsal.co.uk.
Smart ticketing is important to all Local Authority Members of SWSAL, due to the statutory nature
of the delivery of the English National Concessionary Travel Scheme (ENCTS) as detailed within the
Transport Act 2000, and its requirement under provisions detailed within the Concessionary Bus
Travel Act 2007, specifically for all Local Authorities (who are Travel Concession Authorities) to
issue ENCTS Bus Passes (Permits) as ITSO SmartCards.
In March 2017 the current contract under which SWSAL is able to provide a managed ITSO
HOPS/AMS and CMS service to its Members to assist with their ability to be compliant with their
ENCTS statutory obligations expires. Existing SWSAL OJEU based ITSO services and goods
contracts will also be expiring within the next 12 - 18 months. In January 2015 SWSAL Directors and
Members approved a new procurement process for SWSAL, to cover all key ITSO services and
goods. This PID outlines the process to deliver this for SWSAL Members.
1.2

Project Vision

“The vision of this project is to complete an open and transparent OJEU procurement process,
compliant with best practice in public purchasing, which will deliver framework contracts that are
both effective and offer best value. This will allow both SWSAL and our members to implement ITSO
based smart ticketing schemes in a cost efficient, timely and effective manner, either through the
managed service and supported delivery we provide or by members procuring some or all elements
of their scheme directly from the framework agreements themselves.“
1.3

Strategic Objectives

The Strategic Objectives of this Project reflect a need to provide a stable platform for SWSAL,
through OJEU procurement, to enable it to offer and provide a range of Managed Services to its
Members, and to be capable of extending this support to new Members as required thereby
protecting their ability to deliver their statutory requirements. The Objectives need to build upon
and develop work to date in meeting the core Department for Transport’s 2011 White Paper
national objectives, as well as aligning with the Department’s Door to Door Strategy of March
2013. The Objectives also need to reflect a priority of Members to be able to directly contribute to
key outputs and outcomes of the Strategic Economic Plans of their Local Enterprise Partnerships,
as well as to the Core Local Growth Frameworks and Local Transport Plan priorities. This has led
to the development of three Strategic Objectives for this Project:
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Strategic
Objective 1.

Strategic
Objective 2.

Strategic
Objective 3.

To enable SWSAL to be able to offer a range of ITSO and wider ticketing
services and goods to both its private and public sector Members,
confident that all public sector procurement processes have been met in
full and that the services and goods on offer reflect best value for money.
To enable SWSAL Members to be fully compliant with the statutory
obligations and legislative requirements associated with ENCTS and smart
ticketing, whilst delivering the five core sustainable transport priorities of
the Department for Transport’s Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon White
Paper and its Door to Door Strategy.
To enable SWSAL Members to contribute to their Local Transport Plans
and the Strategic Economic Plans of their Local Enterprise Partnerships.

The Strategic Objectives will be met through enabling SWSAL Members to access a range of
Managed Service options from SWSAL, providing statutory and non-statutory smart ticketing
solutions, secure and confident in the knowledge that all OJEU procurement obligations have been
met, and that the services available reflect best value.
These Managed Service options will:
•

Support Members in delivering local sustainable transport solutions through changing
travel behaviour and efficiency measures, delivering quantified Carbon, NOx and PM10
emission reductions through modal transfer to public transport and improved journey
times through the utilisation of on-vehicle smart technologies.

•

Support Members in being able to develop smart ticketing based multi-operator solutions
to support economic growth and access to employment and training opportunities
through increasing the number of public transport users and products, whilst enhancing
journey time reliability.

•

Support Members in being able to contribute to improving social inclusion and mobility
through reducing barriers to transport, by supporting the development of bespoke
ticketing products, tailored to specialist group’s needs.

•

Support Members in being able to improve the security of ticketing, and promote
efficiency and fairness through targeting fraud.

.
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2.

PROJECT BUSINESS CASE
2.1

Background

The founding rationale and business case behind SWSAL is to deliver scale-based procurement
efficiencies for its public and private sector Members to access both ITSO and wider smart ticketing
services and goods.
Over the last 4 years SWSAL has responded dynamically to the needs of its Members for a more
directly Managed Service in supporting smart ticketing scheme development. This change in
approach is as a direct result of the functional challenges and structural inefficiencies observed
nationally in recognising that the ITSO Specification had not fully defined core aspects of data
exchange between suppliers. This lack of standardisation has led to individual supplier variations in
process which has impacted on a local scheme’s ability to deliver interoperability on a consistent
basis. This has led to a higher demand for a Managed Service from SWSAL in owning and
resolving these challenges and for the day to day management of key aspects of the ITSO delivery
chain – such as ISAM messaging.
2.2

Value of a Managed Service

Such a Managed Service approach has been recognised nationally as a key asset in enabling the
introduction of successful smart ticketing schemes, and has been adopted in many areas. It is now
regarded as central to the introduction of successful smart ticketing outside the key urban areas –
with SWSAL providing the National Managed Service Pilot Project in Norfolk on behalf of the
Department for Transport, to demonstrate and quantify this.
The business case for this Project is based upon approval in 2014 from SWSAL Members for
SWSAL to openly procure via OJEU a series of ITSO services and goods via a Framework Call-Off
Contract process. The list of services and goods to be procured has been agreed to include all
aspects outlined in Section 2.3, and will be based upon four key ‘Lots’ within a three-phase
procurement process.
2.3

Procurement Process

The procurement will be undertaken in three core phases to spread the workload over the year to
reflect delivery priorities. Both Phase 1 and Phase 2a will run from Quarter 1 2015 and are expected
to conclude by the end of Quarter 1 2016. Phase 2b will run from Quarter 1 2016 and is expected to
conclude by the end of Quarter 4 2016. An overview of the services and goods being procured
and the phasing of the process per Lot is outlined below.
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Phase 1 – Framework 1 Procurement Feb 2015 – Feb 2016

Framework 1 description of Lots

Lot No.

Lot Title

Short Description

1

ITSO HOPS

Provision of an ITSO AMS/HOPS and appropriate
integration services.

2

ITSO HOPS (LITE)

Provision of an ITSO AMS/HOPS and appropriate
integration services.

3

ITSO CMS

Customer management system to facilitate the
management of cards, ITSO shells, products and
usage.

4

ITSO Card
Production Bureau

ITSO certified bureau smartcard production and
distribution services.

Web Portal

Web portal to allow customer to manage their cards,
ITSO shells and products within an ITSO ticketing
environment.

5
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Phase 2 – Framework 2a Procurement Feb 2015 – Feb 2016

Framework 2a description of Lots
Lot No.

Lot Title

Short Description

6

ITSO Electronic
Ticket Machines
(ETM)

The supply of ITSO compliant electronic ticket
machines (on vehicle and hand held) and their
supporting software.

7

ITSO Retail devices

The supply of ITSO compliant smart card ticketing
retail point of service terminals and associated
software

8

Consultancy
services

ITSO and wider ticketing transport consultancy and
travel operator management

9

Smart cards and
smart card printers

The supply of ITSO compliant smart card media and
smartcard printing and encoding equipment and
software

The key process to be applied for the Lots within Phase 1 will be competitive dialogue, with the
remaining Lots of Phase 2a to be procured via standard open procurement. As a supplier to the
public sector it is essential that SWSAL follow the full OJEU public procurement process to the
highest standards, to ensure that any public sector SWSAL Member can use our Managed Service
or have their own call off via the Framework.
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Phase 2 – Framework 2b Procurement Feb 2016 – Dec 2016

Framework 2b description of Lots
Lot No.

Lot Title

Short Description

10

ITSO Ticket
Vending Machines
(TVM)

The supply of ITSO compliant unattended ticket
vending machines (indoors or outdoors) and their
supporting software

11

Mobile ticketing
application

Development of mobile phone based application to
allow purchase and collection of ITSO and other
ticketing products

12

Transit Settlement
System for an ITSO
STR

A multi operator, ITSO & FCA compliant travel money
settlement system

13

ITSO Part 11
Solutions

The provision of services to facilitate the collection and
purchase of ITSO products.

The key process to be applied for the Lots within Phase 1 will be competitive dialogue, with the
remaining Lots of Phase 2 to be procured via standard open procurement. As a supplier to the
public sector it is essential that SWSAL follow the full OJEU public procurement process to the
highest standards, to ensure that any public sector SWSAL Member can use our Managed Service
or have their own call off via the Framework.
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2.4

Business Outcomes

The outcome of this process will be to have a National Procurement Framework, which will be
used to support two key processes:
1.

To enable SWSAL itself to procure services and goods directly from suppliers, to enable it
to develop and offer a range of fully Managed Service options for its Members.

2. To enable Members to access suppliers on the Framework directly via Call-Off contracts,
where such access may or may not be charged for.
2.5

Resource

Funding for the Project is the responsibility of SWSAL and provisions are in place to support this as
outlined in the Budget Plan in Appendix D. No SWSAL Member will be asked to contribute directly
to this process. Without this funding and Project, each local authority Member of SWSAL would
have to look to develop its own smartcard systems at different rates, and undertake its own
procurement. SWSAL has clearly demonstrated over the last four years that this collective
approach delivers real efficiency gains to Members and that the proposed Business Case for this
new Project approach will ensure this continues.
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3.

PROJECT DEFINITION
3.1

Project Scope

The overall scope of the Project is to deliver a sound, stable, open OJEU procurement of key ITSO
and wider ticketing services and goods which meet all legal obligations to enable SWSAL to
provide a range of Managed Service and direct call off options to its public sector and commercial
sector Members, without their own need for additional procurement activity.
3.2

Local Objectives & Deliverables

The local objectives and deliverables of this Project are as follows:
•

To establish an approach to procurement governance which reflects best practice, and
delivers the outcomes required by SWSAL and its Membership.

•

To ensure the procurement process adheres to all legal obligations associated with a
public sector body being able to directly access both the SWSAL Managed Service options,
and direct Framework call-offs.

•

To provide SWSAL with two multi-Supplier Frameworks covering all key aspects of the
ITSO and wider ticketing goods and service supply chains; from which SWSAL can develop
a range of Managed Service options for its Members; and from which SWSAL Members
can call-off directly.

This will be coordinated and managed through the Project Plan process outlined in Appendix A.
3.3

Key Constraints

Known key constraints have been identified to include:
•

The awareness and understanding that key parts of the ITSO Specification remain
undefined and not subject to a standardised approach to delivery between Suppliers;

•

The limited number of businesses within the supply chain which have ITSO certification;

•

The cost of the procurement and availability of suitable support resource within the
timescales required;

3.4

Key Assumptions

It is assumed that:
•

The SWSAL Members will make available the additional support resource offered as part of
the wider validation process detailed in Appendix 1;

•

ITSO Suppliers will be keen to respond to the tender process in a competitive manner;
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•
3.5

SWSAL Members will wish to use a Managed Service option developed by SWSAL as a
result of this process.
Key Dependencies

The Project is dependent upon:

3.6

•

Procuring support resource of sufficient technical, legal and procurement management
expertise to enable to the Project process and timelines to be met;

•

Ensuring the process demonstrates value for money;

•

The Project governance process being robust and effective.
Risk and Issues

A Risk Register has been developed for all core activities associated with the procurement and will
be maintained by SWSAL through the duration. It is enclosed as Appendix B. The Risk Register
contains the high level / strategic risks associated with delivery of all core procurement Lots. The
Risk Register will be reviewed at Project Delivery Team meetings. The Risk Register will remain a
live document throughout the duration of the Project and will evolve as the Project progresses and
further risks come to light. An Issues Register will also be developed and maintained by the Project
Delivery Team.
3.7

Acceptance Criteria

The Project is dependent on key documents and processes being reviewed, approved and signed
off. Once a deliverable has been achieved, a closing report will be produced for the Project
Delivery Team and its Chairman. The Project Delivery Team will confirm acceptance and closure on
each deliverable, which will be reported back to the SWSAL Board of Directors. The SWSAL Board
of Directors will be responsible for recommending preferred Suppliers to the SWSAL Membership,
and for signing off the Project as a whole.
3.8

Tolerances and Exception Criteria

Any variations impacting on delivery, for example variations to the programme of more than one
month and of cost of more than £5,000 will require an exception report. This will be produced for
the Project Delivery Team, together with a proposed way forward, with the SWSAL Board of
Directors making a decision on this basis.
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4.

PROJECT ORGANISATION
The governance and management of this Project requires the development, introduction and
operation of a new governance model. A three tier governance model is proposed.
4.1

SWSAL Board of Directors

Membership:

Supported by key Support Staff and Advisors as required
Responsible For:
•
•

Funding
Decisions based on Management Reports from the Project Delivery Team

Meeting Frequency:
•

Monthly as current
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4.2

Project Delivery Team

Membership:
Independent Chairman: Jack Paine (former Director of Procurement DfT, & former ITSO
Chairman)
Project Sponsor: Andrew Seedhouse (SWSAL)
Project Manager: James Bloor (SWSAL)
Legal Advisors: Michelmores LLP
Technical Advisors: SYSTRA

Supported by key LA Procurement & Operational Managers
Responsible For:
•
•
•

All Core Documentation
All Project Delivery
Recommendations to the SWSAL Board

Meeting Frequency:
•
•

Monthly – Face to Face
Weekly – Conference Call
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4.3

Project Assurance Group

Membership:
Local Authority Procurement Advisor: Jamie Walker – Somerset County Council
Local Authority Procurement Advisor: Joan Murray – Norfolk County Council
ITSO Ltd: Michael Cuthbertson
Department for Transport: Jenny Borg
Independent Technical Advisor: Peter Johnson PJA Associates

Responsible For:
•

The responsibilities of the Project Assurance Group will be set out in the terms of reference
for this group which will take into consideration recognised best practice for projects of this
type.

Meeting Frequency:
•

4.4

As required

Responsibilities

The responsibility of each role within the project delivery is set out in a RACI matrix contained in
Appendix E of this document. The RACI matrix is a straightforward tool used for identifying roles
and responsibilities and avoiding confusion over those roles and responsibilities during a project.
The acronym RACI stands for: Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed.
Additional details of the Members of the Project Delivery Team are enclosed as Appendix F.
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5.

REPORTING
Progress and issues will be reported through a highlight report produced by the Project Delivery
Team Chairman to the SWSAL Board. This will be undertaken every month. Any exception reports
will be presented by the Project Manager to the Project Delivery Team as required. Feedback from
the SWSAL Board will be communicated to the Project Delivery Team by the Project Manager the
same day, if there is a requirement to amend the Project Plan.

6.

COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT
A copy of the Communications Plan is included in Appendix C.

7.

PROJECT CONTROLS
7.1

Plans

The initial Project Plan is enclosed as Appendix A. This will be updated and reported to each
meeting of the Project Delivery Team for approval.
7.2

Gateway Reviews

Gateway reviews will be used throughout the delivery of this Project. Gateway reviews are a series
of short, focused, independent peer reviews at key stages of a project. The reviews highlight risks
and issues, which if not addressed would threaten successful delivery.
The reviews are carried out by people, independent of the project team and chosen for their
relevant skills.
The gateway reviews are shown on the project plan in Appendix A.
7.3

Other Controls

The Project Manager will be responsible for the delivery of the Project within the tolerances agreed
by the SWSAL Board. This will include scope management and version control.

8.

APPENDICES
Appendix A – Procurement Project Plan
Appendix B – Risk Register
Appendix C – Communications Plan
Appendix D – Proposed Budget
Appendix E – RACI Matrix
Appendix F – Key Personnel
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APPENDIX A – Draft Project Plan
Framework 1
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Framework 2
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APPENDIX B – Draft Risk Register
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APPENDIX C – Draft Communications Plan
The local objectives of this Project are as follows:
•

To establish an approach to procurement governance which reflects best practice, and delivers the outcomes required by SWSAL and its
Membership;

•

To ensure the procurement process adheres to all legal obligations associated with a public sector body being able to directly access both the
SWSAL Managed Service options, and direct Framework call-offs;

To provide SWSAL with two multi-Supplier Frameworks covering all key aspects of the ITSO and wider ticketing goods and service supply chains; from
which SWSAL can develop a range of Managed Service options for its Members, and from which SWSAL Members can call-off directly.
Press coverage to date on smart ticketing almost exclusively refers to Oyster and Oyster style ticketing. The level of resource needed to deliver Oyster
style ticketing is significantly in excess of any resource allocated or available for smart ticketing in SWSAL Member areas. Whilst the technical outcomes
of the Project may support an Oyster style approach, the associated statutory powers, governance and network control measures to introduce it do not.
As such the outcome of the process in communications terms will be managed in respect of what the Project will deliver for SWSAL Members and wider
public transport customers.
It will be necessary to manage expectations and to frequently repeat that whilst the Managed Service and Framework call off options may be available, it
is the responsibility of the public transport operators and local authorities to agree to own and implement their individual or collective schemes. Whilst
communications can only play a limited role in achieving the objectives as listed, it can however inform and educate people and businesses about the
Project and try to influence their actions.
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WHAT
What will be
communicated

WHY
Purpose of
Communication

HOW
Method of
Communication

WHEN
Timing of
Communication

Responsibility

Overview of progress
made

Members Update
Report and
Presentation

Every Members
meeting Feb 15 – Feb
16

Project Manager

SWSAL Board

Seek key decisions,
advice and
recommendations

Written Board Report

Monthly

Independent Chairman
/ Project Manager

Update on progress

Project Delivery Team

For Project
management
purposes, compliance
with schedule, to share
progress and issues as
they develop prior to
them becoming
blockages.

Project Delivery Team
meetings with
circulated papers prior
to agenda on specific
topics

Monthly Meetings, with
Weekly conference
calls

Independent Chairman
/ Project Manager

Update on progress

Project Assurance
Group

Scrutinise internal
Project activities and
outputs

Via written Project
documents and reports
and briefings

Fortnightly conference
calls

Project Manager

Public

To inform on progress
and to manage
expectations

Via website, press
releases, committee
reports

As appropriate during
Project linking with
committee reports

SWSAL Office and LA
Press Officers

Update on progress

Update on progress

Update on progress
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APPENDIX D – Proposed Budget Plan
Indicative costs for the Project delivery are outlined below. Whilst they are shown on a pro-rata basis over the delivery period, the actual monthly
amounts are expected to fluctuate depending on tasks completed.

2015
Key Costs
Legal Support
Technical Support
SWSAL Team Support*
External Support
Operational Costs
v.a.t as applicable
Total

2016

Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

*internal cost
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APPENDIX E – RACI MATRIX
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APPENDIX F – Key Personnel
Project Delivery Team

Project Chairman- Mr. Jack Paine
Jack Paine former Director Procurement at DfT and Chair ITSO.
Jack has just completed a consultancy contract for Bristol City Council where he was
Chairman of the MetroBus Procurement Working Group. Prior to that, Jack was Director
Procurement at DfT and was directly involved in a range of procurement activities including
rail franchises and rolling stock projects. Jack also chaired ITSO prior to his retirement from
DfT. Jack has experience of major project development and procurement in both the private
and public sectors within the UK and abroad.
Jack was a High Risk Gateway Review Team Leader and reviewed a wide variety of projects
within the UK and also carried out transport related reviews for the State of Queensland
Government in Australia.
Jack is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply.
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Project Sponsor - Andrew Seedhouse
Dr Andrew Seedhouse is the founder and Chairman of South West Smart Applications Ltd, and the Director
of Transport for SoGEES within Plymouth University. He has over 23 years programme management
experience of technical innovation and development within both the rail and bus sectors, with core
specialisms in governance, funding, standards and partnership delivery.
Whilst working for the Department for Transport, Andrew provided core policy advice and support in key
areas of Local Transport Plans, Bus Service Operators Grant, Intelligent Transport Systems, Climate Change
and Carbon Reduction, Local Development Frameworks and Regional Funding. Andrew is a former Director
of ITSO; Pre-Payment Cards Ltd and FirstInfo when he specialised on smart ticketing for FirstGroup UK Bus
Division.
In addition to his current work with SWSAL, Andrew continues to provide consultancy advice and support
to both public and commercial clients as well as Governments in the UK, Europe and Internationally,
through his lead on transportation research for the University’s Sustainability Institute.

Project Manager - James Bloor (SWSAL)
James joined SWSAL in 2015 as Programme Director. With over 10 years’ experience in delivering integrated
smartcard programmes, having working both with both National and Local Government. He has particular
experience in transport related projects having successfully implemented both concessionary travel and
multi operator, multi modal ITSO based schemes.
Most recently James lead on the programme to develop and migrate Nottingham’s integrated multi
operator ticket from a paper day ticket to a smart card based solution with new Period, Carnet and
Complex Capped e-purse products.
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Legal Advisors

Rehman Noormohamed - Michelmores LLP
Rehman Noormohamed is a partner at Michelmores LLP, a leading UK national law firm. Rehman heads up
the Technology, Media and Communications ("TMC") team and the Intellectual Property ("IP") team. He is
nationally recognised as a leading expert in his field. Rehman advises national and multinational end user
and supply chain clients in the TMC, financial services, retail, food & drink, manufacturing, pharmaceutical,
central & local government, education, health and emergency service sectors on strategic, tactical and
operational matters.
His expertise includes large scale and complex IT, telecoms (fixed, wireless and superfast broadband)
infrastructure, BPO and business transformation projects; system integration arrangements; ICT managed
service contracts; software licensing and distribution; X-aaS contracts; e-commerce (including omni-channel
platform arrangements); data protection; information security; all aspects of IP including protection,
revenue generation, spin outs, JVs and corporate structuring; EU public procurement, state aid and
competition law.
Rehman is a former technology consultant and is also qualified as a professional electronic and
communications engineer. He is a member of the British Computer Society, Society for Computers and
Law, Institute of Engineering and Technology, the advisory board of 'Communication Law Journal'
(published by Bloomsbury Professional – international circulation); International Bar Association's IT,
Communications (serving officer) and IP & Media committees.
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Nathaniel Lane - Michelmores LLP
Nathaniel is a Solicitor in the Technology, Media & Communications team in the London office. He has
experience in advising suppliers and both private and public sector end-user clients in the ICT, e-commerce
and financial services sectors.
Nathaniel's experience includes acting in relation to large scale ICT projects, outsourcings, standard supply
terms and conditions and service level agreements, software licensing, website development, hosting and
terms and conditions. He also has advisory and transactional experience regarding data protection and
freedom of information issues.
He holds the ISEB Certificate in Data Protection.

Jason Phelps - Michelmores LLP
Jason is Head of the Competition and Procurement Team.
Jason qualified in 1997 and joined Michelmores in 2008. Jason works with both public and private sector
clients, specialising in EU public procurement, competition, merger control, state aid law, and major
projects, joint ventures and developments. Jason also leads the Dawn Raids team, offering a rapid
response service to businesses in the event of an unannounced visit from the competition authorities.
He regularly conducts training seminars and talks on EU public procurement and competition issues.
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Technical Advisors

Debbie Walker - SYSTRA
Debbie is a Management Consultant within Systra specialising in ITSO Smart Ticketing ……Experienced in
developing and implementing multi-operator e-purse schemes. Experienced in the procurement,
development and implementation of ticketing and smart card schemes.
Key Capabilities
Debbie has been leading on the development of a number of an e-purse pilot in the Bath and North East
Somerset area, Bristol and South and North Wales.
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